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Well I tried to remember
The way we lived before
All the fire I was under
Always wanted more 
You and me together
Every last lie 
Well I tried to remember

Woke me up in the morning
Flash before my eyes
All of the water that poured out of the sky
Tapping on the rooftops tapping on my window
Trying to remember

And I wonder looking at the rain
How much thunder
Can turn the sky to flames
And burn away these lies we're living under
Well I wonder baby

Where's such a thing as trust and forgiveness
Or shadow or the breezes coming from the west
Sound of the raindrops falling on my window 
Falling rain is such a thing

You and me together like a stormy day
On a shady old bridge the wind
is gonna sweep away
Say I can't believe that old
prayer is gonna take

And I wonder looking at the rain
How much thunder 
Can turn the sky to flames 
And burn away these lies
we're living under Well I wonder

Storm will hurt me I already know
We're gonna find that old swimming hole
In the early early light we're gonna
find out what we got
Hold on to what you got baby
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You won't have enough time to live this lie
So we got to take it 

And I tried to remember the
way we lived before
All the fire I was under and
always wanting more
You and me together living this lie
And I tried to remember

And I wonder looking at the rain
How much thunder 
Can turn the sky to flames 
And burn away these lies we're living under
Well I wonder
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